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In a recent paper [I], the author gave a construction for local rings, the 
method used there is now extended to give sharper properties. The situation 
to be considered is that given in [I]. We have a Noetherian ring R with 
prime ideal P and localize with respect to the set 
%‘=(cER;cxEP,xEPz-XEP). 
The procedure is to define the complete local ring & with maximal ideal fi, 
regard R as embedded in &, and define the local envelope of R in & to be 
Q = (R, P-l}, which is the subring of & generated by R and the set ‘%‘-l 
of inverses of elements in V. The latter are known to be units of &. We proved 
in [I] that &Z is the Jacobson radical of &, but this property may no longer 
hold for the maximal ideal M = & n Q of Q. This deficiency is undesirable 
and can be avoided. 
We say that a local ring is J-local, when the maximal ideal is the Jacobson 
radical. 
LEMMA 1. Q = {R, U-l} is closed under localisation, with respect to the 
prime ideal M = iI?l IT Q if and only if Q is J-local. 
Proof. Let 3 = (d E Q; dx E M, x EQ 3 x E M). We prove that 9 
is a set of units in &. The elements of & have the form 
ac-l + Sz, aER, c E v, hElla. 
It follows that .CS = $ n Q, where 
sL(aEQ;awi?i,~EQG4EE). 
Thus a coset [a + i@j is a regular element in the Artinian ring Q/&l and hence 
is a unit. Now units can be raised over the radical and this means that $ is a 
set of units in Q. 
Thus Q is closed under localization if and only if 9 is a set of units in Q. 
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I f  the former holds then 1 + m, m E M, is a unit in Q and hence M is the 
radical of Q. However, if M is the radical of Q, then the argument used already 
for Q may be applied to Q and shows that 9 is a set of units in Q. It follows 
that Q is closed under localization. 
THEOREM 1. Let {Q=; LY E A} be a nonempty set of J-local rings with corre- 
sponding maximal ideals {M,; 01 E A} such that 
RCQcxCQ&; PCM,C&i; a E A. 
Thenfor each OL E A, 
(1) M, = &lnQ=; 
(2) ax-~~Q,foralla~R,c~~; 
(3) H, = M,” n R; n = 1,2,...; 
(4) Q&K = Q@. 
Let Q = (n Q,; a n A) and M = (n M,; ar E A). Then Q is a J-local ring 
with maximal ideal M. 
Proof. (1) is obvious. To prove (2), let c E SC’, then 
CXEM,; x~Q,~-cx~i@~x~ti=xc~M,. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that c is a unit of QW and hence ac-l E Q=. 
To prove (3) observe that H,, = K(PH,,-J and so H,, CQaPH+IQS. 
However HI = P C M, and then H, C M,” follows by induction. Nose we 
have 
H,=il?lnnR2MawnR 
and this gives (3). 
To prove (4) first observe that any element of Q has the form 
a+ + lit, where aER, CE%, &Ena, 
so that the elements of Qa have the same form with & E M,. The correspond- 
ence 
[m-l + MO11 +-+ [ac-l + i@; aER, CEV, 
is easily seen to be an isomorphism of QJM, onto Q/&i. 
The same argument applies to Q. Thus A4 = @n Q and hence any 
element of Q has the form 
ac-l + m; aER, CEV, mEM. 
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The correspondence 
is an isomorphism of Q/M onto Q/i@. Since Q/a is an Artinian simple ring, 
M is a maximal ideal of Q. An element 1 + m, m E M, is in 1 + M, for each a 
and hence (1 + m)-1 E Qs, so that (1 + m)-l E Q. It follows that M is the 
Jacobson radical of Q and that Q is a J-local ring. 
We may now make the following definition. The J-local envelope of R with 
respect to P is the intersection of all ]-local subrings Q= with maximal ideal 
M, subject to 
RCQ,C&; PCM,Cs?. 
The term envelope is justified below. 
Let Q’ be the subring of Q generated by R and V-1, written as 
Q’ = (R, V-l}. Q’ has the maximal ideal M’ = i@ n Q’ and is the local 
envelope (see [I]). If Q’ is not J-local, then set 
Q’ = (c’ EQ’; c’x E M’; x ES’ =s x E M’), 
and define 
Q” = {Q’, W-l}. 
We know from the proof of Lemma 1 that the elements of 9’ are units in Q, 
so that w-1 exists in Q. The process is continued as necessary to give a 
sequence of subrings 
RCQ’CQ”C...Q(“KXQ, 
where &In) has the maximal ideal 
M(n) = Q ,-j Q(m), 
and 
Q (n+l) =(Q(n),$++l}, 
where 
V(n) = (c E Q(n); cx E MC”), x E Q(*) * x E Mc”)). 
At each stage the set V(*) is seen to consist of units of Q, so that Q(++I exists. 
Finally let 
Q* = u Q(n); ?I = 1,2,... , 
M* = u M(“‘; n = 1,2,... . 
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Then Q* is a J-local ring with maximal ideal M*. It is evident that 
M* = Q* n &i and hence that the elements of Q* have the form ac-i + m*, 
where a E R, c E V, m* EM*. The correspondence 
[ac-l + M*] f-) [UC-~ + I@], a E R, c E v, 
is an isomorphism of Q*,M* onto Q/i@. Thus M* is a maximal ideal of Q*. 
Let m E M*, then m E Mtk) for some k, hence 1 + m E Wk) and 
(1 + m)-l E O(k+l). Thus (1 + m)-l E Q* and so M* is the Jacobson radical 
of Q*. It follows that Q* is a J-local ring and its method of construction 
makes plain that Q* is the J-local envelope of R with respect to P, which we 
defined earlier. 
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